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Congress 11 March How Political Parties Harm Democracy Political parties exist in a democracy as a way for
likeminded individuals to be united over a set of shared beliefs. They are all elected members. Another
purpose that political parties in the UK attempt to ensure that will be covered during this essay is political
participation as parties are a way to be involved in the process without other than voting. They are both
inherently different and fundamentally similar at the same time. As long as the parties don't become too
powerful then there shouldn't be a problem at all. George III is the blockhead in the centre. It also prohibits
party switching while encouraging party loyalty and discipline. In this case, accountability is very liable when
the people know how and when to enforce consequences. The red and blue prism that Senator Olympia Snowe
is referring to is the political parties that function in the United States. Interest groups are in a sense a key part
of a pluralistic society. As well as championing constitutional monarchy with strict limits on the monarch's
power, the Whigs adamantly opposed a Catholic king as a threat to liberty, [2] and believed in extending
toleration to nonconformist Protestants, or dissenters. When classifying these party systems, it is important to
look at characteristics such as the number of major parties, how these parties seek to gain support, and how the
parties organize themselves. Depending on the demographic spread of the party membership, party members
form local or regional party committees in order to help candidates run for local or regional offices in
government. In American history there are usually two major political parties at one time. Bi-party systems[
edit ] Two-party systems are states such as Honduras , Jamaica , Malta , Ghana and the United States in which
there are two political parties dominant to such an extent that electoral success under the banner of any other
party is almost impossible. Political parties represent groups as well as individuals. Regulation of parties may
run from a crackdown on or repression of all opposition parties, a norm for authoritarian governments, to the
repression of certain parties which hold or promote ideals which run counter to the general ideology of the
state's incumbents or possess membership by-laws which are legally unenforceable. The internal structure of
political parties has to be democratic in some countries. Texas is a large state with four political parties:
Republican, Democratic, Green Party, and Libertarian. The one-party system is thus often equated with
dictatorships and tyranny. His party's efficient structure and control contrasted with the loose rules and flexible
informality found in the main British parties ; they soon came to model themselves on the Parnellite model.
Non-traditional candidates are now emerging into the political arena that in prior elections would have been
scoffed at. These local party branches reflect the officer positions at the national level. The alternative to using
the general philosophies of the political parties to sort out candidates is to vote for individuals based on just
their own one-or two-issue programs. More commonly, in cases where there are three or more parties, no one
party is likely to gain power alone, and parties have to work with each other to form coalition governments.
This strengthened the appeal of fascism as it was the cure that Italy needed to get rid of the socialists. The
participants were broken down into four ethnic groups: 


